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Hypothalamic hamartomas are uncommon but well-recognized developmental malformations that are classically associated with gelastic seizures and other refractory seizure types. The clinical course is often progressive and, in addition to the catastrophic epileptic syndrome, patients commonly exhibit debilitating cognitive, behavioral, and psychiatric disturbances. Over the past decade, investigators have gained considerable knowledge into the pathobiological and neurophysiological properties of these rare lesions. In this review, the authors examine the causes and molecular biology of hypothalamic hamartomas as well as the principal clinical features, neuroimaging findings, and electrophysiological characteristics. The diverse surgical modalities and strategies used to manage these difficult lesions are outlined in the second article of this 2-part review.
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Hamartoma, derived from the Greek word “hamartion” (denoting a bodily defect) is a focal benign growth in which cellular and other components normally found in the tissue mature in a disorganized manner. That is, hamartomas are the result of an aberrant development of normal tissue. However, the underlying causes of the abnormality remain incompletely understood. Although hamartomas resemble tumors in certain ways, they clearly do not have a tendency for neoplastic evolution. Instead, they grow at the same rate as the tissue from which they are derived.

Hypothalamic hamartomas are rare, heterotopic masses consisting of a disordered collection of mature neurons, glia, and fiber bundles. They arise from the floor of the third ventricle, tuber cinereum, or mammillary bodies. These developmental malformations can be diagnosed incidentally during routine autopsy and even in utero. They frequently present with a variety of neurological and endocrine disturbances. In its most debilitating form, a progressive epileptic encephalopathy appears during early childhood. The true prevalence of epilepsy due to HH remains unknown, but is estimated to be 1–2 per 100,000. In addition to gelastic seizures, a hallmark of HH-related epilepsy, the syndrome is also commonly characterized by other types of intractable seizures. Also, patients with HH often display severe cognitive impairment, pervasive developmental disorders, psychiatric disorders, and other major behavioral disturbances. Central precocious puberty occurs in a distinct subtype of patients with HH.

Topographic and Functional Anatomy

The hypothalamus is the most integrative structure in the cerebrum. Located around the base of the cerebrum, the hypothalamus surrounds the third ventricle and extends from the optic chiasm anteriorly to the mammillary bodies posteriorly. It weighs less than 2.5 g in the
adult human. In midsagittal section, the boundaries of the hypothalamic nuclei are defined by the hypothalamic sulcus superiorly, by the lamina terminalis anteriorly, by a line between the caudal aspect of the mammillary body and the posterior commissure posteriorly, and ventrally by the tuber cinereum, a gray matter protuberance along the floor of the third ventricle. The lateral border of the hypothalamus is less well defined and is roughly limited by the optic tract, internal capsule, cerebral peduncle, and subthalamus. Longitudinally, 2 zones define the hypothalamus: a densely cellular medial zone and a relatively paucicellular lateral zone separated by a sagittal plane passing through the anterior columns of the fornix. The majority of named hypothalamic nuclei in humans are located in the medial zone.

The hypothalamus coordinates various autonomic, somatic, endocrine, and behavioral activities through its abundant reciprocal afferent and efferent connections. It receives input from and in turn projects to various neuronal populations of the forebrain, brainstem, and spinal cord. Remarkably, the hypothalamus is also associated with laughter, the behavioral manifestation of mirth, as well as other emotional conditions such as sadness.

**Etiological and Molecular Biological Characteristics**

The embryological origin and underlying cause of HHs remain largely unknown. The true incidence of HH is uncertain, but the prevalence of epilepsy associated with HHs was approximately 0.5 per 100,000 in one Swedish study. Hypothalamic hamartomas are usually sporadic, and their precise cause has yet to be determined. However, rather than presenting as isolated masses, HHs can sometimes be part of a multiple congenital malformation syndrome. In fact, HHs have been described in a number of congenital anomaly syndromes. These syndromic HHs generally have a milder phenotype than their nonsyndromic, sporadic counterparts; however, both forms probably arise from similar pathogenetic mechanisms. The identification of genes associated with HHs can also help us better understand how these genes are involved in the normal development and function of the hypothalamus.

First described in 1980 in 6 children, PHS is one of the most thoroughly studied developmental disorders in terms of its molecular pathology. The condition is classically characterized by the presence of an HH in association with a spectrum of multiorgan malformations including central postaxial polydactyly, pituitary hypoplasia, bifid epiglottis, dysplastic nails, and imperforate anus. In some patients cardiac and renal anomalies as well as mild mental retardation are also present. Given this characteristic phenotype, PHS is commonly diagnosed at birth. With an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance and variable penetrance, familial cases of PHS have been linked to a mutation in a zinc finger transcription factor gene, GLI3, on chromosome 7p13 in certain inherited probands. The GLI proteins act downstream of the SHH signaling pathway and regulate target gene expression—SHH has a critical role in directing dorsoventral patterning of the developing CNS. The GLI3 transcription factor, in the presence of SHH, is released intact and migrates into the nucleus and activates downstream genes. When SHH is absent, GLI3 is cleaved by a protease into a shorter isoform that enters the nucleus and acts as a transcriptional repressor of target genes. In children with PHS, frameshift mutations in the GLI3 gene result in the formation of a truncated protein, which is functionally identical to the shorter, processed, repressor form of the protein. Therefore, the pathogenetic mutations in patients with PHS eliminate the capacity of SHH to switch GLI3 between the repressor and activator state.

Moreover, recent studies suggest that somatic GLI3 mutations can also lead to spontaneous nonsyndromic HH and gelastic seizures. Investigators at the Barrow Neurological Institute previously reported on a patient with a sporadic HH not associated with PHS; the HH had a segmental anomaly on chromosome 6p. The patient, a full-term infant with microcephaly and other subtle dysmorphic features, was found to harbor a duplication of the distal short arm of chromosome 6. The authors identified 6p25.1–25.3 as a potential susceptibility locus for sporadic HHs and postulated that, among the genes in the involved telomeric region, FOXC1 is the candidate gene most likely to be implicated in HH pathogenesis. The FOXC1 gene, like GLI3, expresses a DNA-binding transcription factor.

Certainly, substantial work is required to establish the precise role that GLI3, FOXC1, and other putative genes play in the genesis of HHs.

**Clinical Characteristics**

There is a strong relationship between the clinical features associated with HHs and their physical connection to normal hypothalamic and surrounding tissues. In addition to the characteristic gelastic seizures, patients with HH also frequently have various other seizure types that tend to evolve over time. In addition to the epileptic syndromes, HHs are often associated with precocious puberty, behavioral disorders, and progressive cognitive decline. Neurosurgical intervention can often lead to dramatic improvements of the severe epileptic, behavioral, psychiatric, and neurocognitive disturbances seen in these patients.

**Epileptic Syndromes**

Trousseau first described the phenomenon of “pressure to laugh” or gelastic epilepsy in 1873. The term “gelastic epilepsy,” the hallmark of HHs, was coined by Daly and Mulder in 1957. Derived from the Greek word gelos meaning mirth, gelastic seizures typically arise in early childhood, often in the neonatal period, and are invariably followed by development of a medically intractable catastrophic seizure disorder. Gelastic attacks, first defined by Gascon and Lombroso in 1971, are characterized by repeated short-lasting seizures with initial emotionless laughter or grimacing. Some patients have vocalization during the ictus similar to crying instead of laughing, in addition to grimacing. These types
of seizures are termed “dacrycystic seizures.” Features of
dacrystic and gelastic seizures may occur in the same in-
dividual and even during the same seizure. These seizure
types are often difficult to diagnose at birth because they
may be easily misinterpreted as normal laughter or col-
cic. In addition to ictal laughter, other seizure types com-
monly develop later in the course of the disease, which
are often more disabling than the gelastic spells. Nevertheless, the vast majority of electrophysiological studies
have focused on gelastic seizures.
The presence of multiple seizure types in patients
with HH, including generalized tonic-clonic seizures,
complex partial seizures, drop attacks, and atypical ab-
sences have been reported. Tassinari and colleagues
published an extensive review of patients with gelastic seizures in which they reported 60 patients
with gelastic seizures without the presence of HH, sug-
gesting that ictal laughter is not necessarily pathognomo-
nic for HH. In fact, gelastic seizures may also be pres-
ent in frontal and temporal lobe epilepsies. Ictal
laughter has also been described in patients with focal
cortical dysplasia, tuberous sclerosis, pituitary tumors,
gliomas, meningiomas, and rarely in basilar artery aneu-
rysms. Tassinari et al. then detailed the profile of
another 60 patients with gelastic seizures in association
with HH. In 51 of these 60 patients with HH, gelastic sei-
zures were the first observed seizure type. However, more
than 75% of patients had other types of intractable sei-
zures, including complex partial seizures with or without
secondary generalization in 35.5%, “falling” seizures in
33.3%, tonic seizures in 17.7%, and tonic-clonic seizures
in 15.1%. Harvey and Freeman reported that general-
ized seizures can occur in up to 70% of severely affected
patients undergoing surgery. Later onset of epilepsy may
be associated with a milder epileptic syndrome with less
prominence of gelastic seizures. In addition, cognitive
and behavioral problems may be less prevalent in adults
compared with children harboring an HH.
It is rare for complex partial seizures to be the pre-
senting seizure type in HH. In fact, when complex partial
seizures are thought to be the presenting type, it is quite
likely that patients had experienced previously undiag-
nosed gelastic seizures. Features of complex partial sei-
zures associated with HH include epigastric discomfort,
fear, simple automatisms, axial movements, asymmetrical
tonic posturing, and limb jerking. Oehl et al. examined
the seizure semiology in 31 patients with HH and gelastic
seizures. They concluded that, unlike in adults and ado-
escents, gelastic seizures were the dominant component
of the semiology in children and that their seizures were
significantly shorter in duration.
Behavioral and Cognitive Disorders
Patients with HH and pharmacoresistant gelastic sei-
zures almost always develop a catastrophic epilepsy of
childhood and severe epileptic encephalopathy. Frequently,
this epileptic syndrome is accompanied by profound be-
havioral difficulties, with hyperactivity, rage, and aggres-
sion being the most common. Occasionally, HH-as-
associated ictal aggressive behavior can be misdiagnosed
as a primary psychiatric disorder. In addition to delinquency
and aggressive outbursts, a slowly progressive decline in
cognitive functioning has also been frequently observed in
patients with HH-related gelastic seizures. The decline of behavior and cognitive function typically parallels
the exacerbation of the seizure disorder. published the first in-depth report on cognitive performance in
adult and juvenile patients with gelastic seizures and HH,
in which they found cognitive impairments in more than
half of their patients. Similarly, noted im-
paired intellectual test performance in patients with HH
and refractory epilepsy.
Park et al. performed a limited study on quality
of life in children with HH. These authors used age-
matched control groups who had either migraine head-
ache or benign epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes. Us-
ing a standardized measurement of pediatric quality of
life, they found decreased quality of life in the HH group
compared with the migraine group in all domains mea-
sured. The investigators also noted a significant decrease
in quality of life in the HH group compared with the
benign epilepsy group in the domain of school function.
Psychiatric Disorders
In addition to cognitive and behavioral disturbances,
there is also a high prevalence of psychiatric comorbidity
in patients with HH. Weissenberger et al. evaluated
12 children between 3 and 14 years of age, along with
the parents and age-matched siblings. They noted that
children with HH and gelastic seizures had a significantly
higher incidence of psychiatric comorbidities, such as op-
positional defiant disorder (83.3%), attention deficit-hyper-
activity disorder (75%), conduct disorder (33.3%), and
affective disorders (16.7%). In their analysis of 10 adults
with HH and intractable seizures, Ali et al. noted a high
prevalence of comorbid psychiatric disorders such as
major depressive disorder and social anxiety disorder.
Central Precocious Puberty
There is a well-established link between HH and
CPP, which is defined as the onset of puberty before the
age of 8 years in girls and 9 years in boys. Patients with
pedunculated HHs (that is, those located below the third
ventricle) rarely present with seizures. Rather, these le-
sions are commonly associated with CPP. The CPP re-
lated to HH tends to occur considerably earlier than id-
iopathic CPP. In fact, the first sign of CPP in patients
with pedunculated hamartomas occurs before the age of
2 years in more than 80% of cases. Numerous hypotheses
have been put forth in an attempt to explain the possible
mechanisms by which HHs lead to precocious puberty.
One hypothesis advocates the notion that HHs produce
bioactive substances that mimic the series of events un-
derlying the normal onset of puberty, thereby leading to
an accelerated time course of sexual development. Others
have suggested that because critical transcriptional and
signaling networks necessary to initiate and sustain a pubertal pattern of GnRH release are present in HH,
these networks are capable of initiating puberty at an
earlier age. Last, it is feasible that sporadic alterations
in the same genes and morphogenetic pathways that regulate
embryonic maturation of the ventral hypothalamus and the floor of the third ventricle are also responsible for the formation of HHs.

Chan and coworkers\textsuperscript{27} examined 18 patients who underwent HH resection for intractable seizures, 7 of whom had CPP. The authors noted that HHs causing CPP were larger than those not associated with CPP and were more likely to maintain contact with the tuber cinereum or infundibulum. All 18 hamartomas expressed GnRH and transforming growth factor \( \alpha \), which stimulated the release of GnRH. Expression of other candidate genes was not different between the 2 groups.\textsuperscript{27} Clearly, the precise mechanisms involved in HH causing CPP remain to be fully elucidated.\textsuperscript{35}

**Neuroimaging Findings**

**Computed Tomography**

A small nonenhancing mass in the interpeduncular and suprasellar cistern isodense to normal brain parenchyma is typically seen on CT scans.\textsuperscript{52} There is often obliteration of the suprasellar cistern and anterior third ventricle.\textsuperscript{76} Metrizamide CT cisternography shows a filling defect in the suprasellar cistern and may greatly improve the diagnostic yield for smaller occult lesions of the hypothalamic-hypophyseal axis by clearly defining the size of the mass as well as its relationship to surrounding neurovascular structures.\textsuperscript{84} Rarely, HHs may become quite large and have calcifications and cystic components.\textsuperscript{39,109}

**Magnetic Resonance Imaging**

High-resolution MRI scans have dramatically improved the diagnosis and surgical management of HHs and largely replaced all other diagnostic imaging modalities for evaluation of patients with lesions of the tuber cinereum. Freeman et al.\textsuperscript{45} methodically examined the MRI findings in 72 patients with HH and refractory epilepsy. They noted that most HHs (93\%) were hyperintense relative to cortical and deep gray matter on T2-weighted images (Fig. 1). Contrary to prior studies, which reported that HHs were isointense with gray matter on T1-weighted images,\textsuperscript{13,49,72} Freeman et al. found that in 53 cases (74\%) these lesions were hypointense compared with normal gray matter. These authors thought that this might be due to higher signal intensity contrast among gray matter, white matter, and abnormal tissue acquired with inversion-prepared gradient-echo sequences, compared with conventional spin-echo sequences. Because they do not disrupt the blood-brain barrier, HHs do not enhance following administration of contrast.

**Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy**

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy is highly sensitive in detecting neuronal dysfunction in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. However, few studies have reported the spectroscopic properties of HHs. Nine published reports with a total of 44 patients have described the MRS findings evaluating the NAA, Cr, Cho, and mI content within the hamartoma. The group in Montreal was the first to study the extent of neuronal injury in the temporal lobes and hamartomas of 5 patients with HHs and gelastic seizures by using proton MRS.\textsuperscript{80} The NAA/Cr ratio was significantly decreased in the patients with hamartomas compared with the hypothalami of healthy individuals. Likewise, Pascual-Castroviejo et al.\textsuperscript{37} used MRS to study the temporal lobes and the HH in 1 patient. The relative intensities of the NAA/Cr and the NAA/Cho ratios were not significantly different from those found in the temporal lobes of healthy volunteers. Within the HH, the NAA/Cho ratio was decreased; however, contrary to the findings of Tasch et al.,\textsuperscript{106} the NAA/Cr ratio was greatly increased in the aforementioned patient.\textsuperscript{87} Other small studies have reported similar findings.\textsuperscript{29,34,36,112}

Two recent larger series shed further light on the MRS findings in HHs. First, Freeman et al.\textsuperscript{45} used proton MRS to evaluate 19 patients with HH and compared their results with the metabolite profile of the thalamus in 10 healthy children and of the frontal lobe in 10 healthy adults. Confirming previous reports, the authors found a reduction in NAA and an increase in mI content within the hamartoma. Likewise, Amstutz and coworkers\textsuperscript{5} analyzed data from single-voxel MRS in 14 patients with HH. These authors noted a significant decrease in NAA/Cr and an increase in mI/Cr ratios in the HH compared with normal gray matter and amygdala. Moreover, Cho/Cr ratios were also elevated when compared with those in gray matter of healthy volunteers.

Taken together, the MRS findings suggest that HHs have decreased neuronal density and relative gliosis compared with normal gray matter (Fig. 2).

**Intrinsic Epileptogenesis**

The classic relationship between HHs and epilepsy is often obscured by the slow spike and wave epileptiform patterns commonly seen in the frontal and/or temporal lobes.\textsuperscript{23} Interictal and ictal EEG are either normal or nonspecifically abnormal in patients with only gelastic seizures, often making diagnosis difficult. With onset of generalized seizures, there is an increase in interictal spike-wave activity with enhanced bilateral wave synchrony.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, certain seizures in patients with HHs can resemble complex partial seizures originating from the frontal or temporal lobe both clinically and by scalp EEG. Troester et al.\textsuperscript{107} reviewed 102 EEGs obtained in 73 patients and found high variability in the interictal EEG, including normal readings. Findings encompassed focal, multifocal, and generalized spikes and waves. They reported that there were no obvious findings on ictal EEGs in patients with gelastic seizures. In some cases, despite ictal EEG monitoring with intracranial electrodes (not including depth electrodes within the HH itself), seizures can appear to arise from the frontal or temporal cortex.\textsuperscript{21} Nevertheless, neocortical resection has proven to be largely ineffective in abolishing HH-related gelastic attacks.

**Depth Electrode Recording**

Scalp EEG frequently fails to show the origin of seizures by using proton MRS.\textsuperscript{80} The NAA/Cr ratio was significantly decreased in the patients with hamartomas compared with the hypothalami of healthy individuals. Likewise, Pascual-Castroviejo et al.\textsuperscript{37} used MRS to study the temporal lobes and the HH in 1 patient. The relative intensities of the NAA/Cr and the NAA/Cho ratios were not significantly different from those found in the temporal lobes of healthy volunteers. Within the HH, the NAA/Cho ratio was decreased; however, contrary to the findings of Tasch et al., the NAA/Cr ratio was greatly increased in the aforementioned patient.\textsuperscript{87} Other small studies have reported similar findings.\textsuperscript{29,34,36,112}

Two recent larger series shed further light on the MRS findings in HHs. First, Freeman et al.\textsuperscript{45} used proton MRS to evaluate 19 patients with HH and compared their results with the metabolite profile of the thalamus in 10 healthy children and of the frontal lobe in 10 healthy adults. Confirming previous reports, the authors found a reduction in NAA and an increase in mI content within the hamartoma. Likewise, Amstutz and coworkers\textsuperscript{5} analyzed data from single-voxel MRS in 14 patients with HH. These authors noted a significant decrease in NAA/Cr and an increase in mI/Cr ratios in the HH compared with normal gray matter and amygdala. Moreover, Cho/Cr ratios were also elevated when compared with those in gray matter of healthy volunteers.

Taken together, the MRS findings suggest that HHs have decreased neuronal density and relative gliosis compared with normal gray matter (Fig. 2).

**Intrinsic Epileptogenesis**

The classic relationship between HHs and epilepsy is often obscured by the slow spike and wave epileptiform patterns commonly seen in the frontal and/or temporal lobes.\textsuperscript{23} Interictal and ictal EEG are either normal or nonspecifically abnormal in patients with only gelastic seizures, often making diagnosis difficult. With onset of generalized seizures, there is an increase in interictal spike-wave activity with enhanced bilateral wave synchrony.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, certain seizures in patients with HHs can resemble complex partial seizures originating from the frontal or temporal lobe both clinically and by scalp EEG. Troester et al.\textsuperscript{107} reviewed 102 EEGs obtained in 73 patients and found high variability in the interictal EEG, including normal readings. Findings encompassed focal, multifocal, and generalized spikes and waves. They reported that there were no obvious findings on ictal EEGs in patients with gelastic seizures. In some cases, despite ictal EEG monitoring with intracranial electrodes (not including depth electrodes within the HH itself), seizures can appear to arise from the frontal or temporal cortex.\textsuperscript{21} Nevertheless, neocortical resection has proven to be largely ineffective in abolishing HH-related gelastic attacks.
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gelastic seizures. This is in keeping with seizure onset in deep-seated structures where epileptic activity may not be captured by scalp electrodes. Munari’s group in Grenoble obtained the first depth electrode recording directly from the HH in a patient with gelastic seizures. During the same period, the group in Montreal inserted depth electrodes within the HH in 2 children for long-term video-EEG monitoring (Fig. 3). These landmark studies provided, for the first time, direct evidence that the gelastic seizures originated from the hamartoma itself. Over the last 15 years, depth electrode studies from a small number of additional patients with HH have confirmed that ictal events manifested by gelastic seizures clearly arise from the HH itself. Interestingly, habitual seizures can be reproduced by electrical stimulation of the depth electrode contacts within the HH in some of these patients. Strong evidence for the intrinsic epileptogenesis of the HH was further strengthened by metabolic neuroimaging studies.

Complex partial seizures and generalized seizures may be indicative of the spread of discharges from the HH to frontal and temporal regions. These seizures are not associated with discharges from the HH itself, unlike the situation with gelastic seizures as described above.

Fig. 1. Features of HHs on MRI. Brain MRI sequence obtained in a 19-year-old man with a long-standing history of gelastic seizures and neurocognitive disturbance. Axial images (A–D) show a large mass in the suprasellar cistern. The lesion is hypointense on T1-weighted images (A, E, I), slightly hyperintense on T2-weighted (B, F, J) and FLAIR (C, G, K) images, and does not enhance following administration of contrast agent (D, H, L). The intraventricular component of the nonenhancing lesion shows lateral attachment to the hypothalamus.

Fig. 2. Illustrative MRS studies. Within the hamartoma, the NAA peak is typically decreased and Cho is increased. The NAA/Cho ratio is decreased whereas the Cho/Cr ratio is usually increased. This spectral pattern is indicative of diminished neuronal density.
Lateralization of motor features of seizures and lateralization of interictal EEG often correspond to the side of attachment of the hamartoma in unilateral lesions.91

**Positron Emission Tomography**

Two studies have shown evidence of focal cortical hypometabolism colocalizing with the most prominent scalp EEG abnormalities on interictal FDG PET scans.82,94 Focal hypometabolism is generally seen in regions involved in the hamartoma-driven epileptic network. Whether these cortical anomalies result from propagation of ictal discharges or represent a potentially independent seizure onset zone remains unclear. Three studies have shown glucose hypermetabolism of the HH during epileptic activity.83,97,113 These elusive ictal FDG-PET studies independently confirmed that gelastic seizures in individuals with HHs do indeed originate in the hypothalamic mass.

**Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography**

Additional evidence pinpointing the HH as the focus of seizure generation has been provided by quantification of regional cerebral blood flow during gelastic seizures. Several investigators obtained ictal SPECT scans by using either [99mTc]technetium hexamethylpropyleneamine oxime (Tc-HMPAO) or [99mTc]technetium ethyl cysteinate dimer (Tc-ECD) tracer.18,37,38,40,42,59,67 These reports have consistently verified that significant hyperperfusion is seen within the hamartoma after a gelastic seizure, with normalization during the interictal phase. These ictal SPECT studies lend further support to the concept that certain HHs are intrinsically epileptogenic.

Whether the inherent epileptogenicity of HHs can account for the entire clinical spectrum of epileptic, neuropsychological, behavioral, and psychiatric disorders associated with HH is far from certain. In fact, morphologically similar HHs can be associated with drastically different seizure and behavioral phenotypes.

**Functional MRI**

In a very elegant paper, Leal and colleagues99 performed simultaneous EEG and fMRI recording in a 2-year-old boy with medically refractory gelastic seizures related to an HH. Interictal EEG showed multifocal spikes predominantly over the frontal and occipital-temporal regions in the left hemisphere. These electrographic findings are in keeping with previous reports and correlate with the anatomical connections of the hypothalamus.92,98 The authors noted a strong and early blood oxygen level–dependent activation of the HH in 3 of the 5 seizures recorded in a single session. Interestingly, after onset in the hamartoma, the blood oxygen level–dependent response involved the left hippocampus and occipital lobe, and later the left cingulate gyrus and dorsal-lateral frontal lobe.99 Ictal EEG showed an early cortical activation of the left occipital-temporal area and later spread to the left frontal lobe. Such EEG-fMRI recordings may help to further characterize the dynamic model of seizure propagation pathways in patients with HHs.

There has been debate over whether multiple seizure types have an independent epileptogenic focus in areas that may be influenced by the activity of the hamartoma or if they are secondarily generated from spread of the epileptic discharges from the HH to the cerebral cortex. Kokkinos et al.65 performed EEG-fMRI studies in 2 patients with HHs and differing seizure presentations (one patient had predominantly gelastic seizures and the other had complex partial seizures without typical gelastic features) to determine any differences in the epileptogenic pathways. In interictal and ictal EEG-fMRI, they found that in the patient with gelastic seizures many areas outside the HH were involved in seizure onset, including the thalamus, cingulate gyrus, precuneus, and the frontal lobe. However, in the patient with complex partial seizures, the authors noted increased blood oxygen level–dependent signal in temporal lobes bilaterally as well as the basal frontal, precuneus, and anterior cingulate areas in the interictal analysis. Interestingly, the HH itself did not seem to be primarily involved in the seizure network. Although the study did reveal commonalities in the epileptogenic pathways for both types of seizures in this limited study, the authors concluded that a case could be made for either an independent epileptogenic focus secondary to the HH or secondary seizure generation from the HH itself.65

**Magnetoencephalography**

As a noninvasive tool, MEG provides cerebral magnetic activity data with excellent spatiotemporal resolution that is often complementary to EEG.46,101 In their preliminary study, Goldenholz et al.48 simultaneously recorded 306-channel MEG and 70-channel EEG in a 38-year-old woman with an HH who had suffered intractable complex partial seizures since the age of 2 years. They observed frequent and independent epileptic discharges from the left and right frontotemporal regions. Despite the lack of uniform methodology, MEG and magnetic source imaging may become a useful adjunct technique for the evaluation of patients with HH suffering from refractory seizures.

**Topological Classification**

There are 2 distinct anatomical subtypes of HHs (Fig.
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4). The first subtype, referred to as the intrahypothalamic or sessile HH, consists of hamartomas that have either a partial or complete base of attachment within the third ventricle.62 These lesions can vary considerably in size but usually extend into the third ventricle and distort surrounding structures, including the fornix and mammillary bodies.65 There is a strong association between sessile HHs and neurological manifestations, including gelastic seizures.7,16,55,62,110 These lesions typically do not present with precocious puberty, although up to 40% of patients with sessile HHs may develop CPP at some point during the course of their disease. The second subtype is referred to as the parahypothalamic or pedunculated HH. These lesions are attached only to the floor of the third ventricle or suspended from it by a peduncle.62 In contrast to sessile HHs, pedunculated lesions are typically not associated with a catastrophic childhood epilepsy syndrome or pervasive neurodevelopmental disorder. Rather, they are usually present with CPP in early childhood.

As mentioned earlier, the interference of HHs with inhibitory pathways onto GnRH neurons has been hypothesized as a possible mechanism for CPP. It is therefore conceivable that HHs are more likely to be associated with CPP if they are situated close to the GnRH nerve terminals in the median eminence, as in a parahypothalamic location. In addition, Inoue et al.54 showed that certain HH neurons contain GnRH-secreting vesicles. Resection of pedunculated lesions causing precocious puberty effectively reverses the hormonal irregularities.3,102 However, medical therapy in which long-acting GnRH analogs such as leuprolide acetate are used is now the primary treatment for most patients with HH-related CPP.20,93 Although the majority of HHs can be easily classified as either sessile or pedunculated, some intermediary forms have been described. For example, a large sessile HH that has a broad attachment to the base of the hypothalamus and extends into the interpeduncular cistern may have features of both sessile and pedunculated HHs.

There is some evidence to support the notion that size, shape, and location of HHs affect the likelihood of clinical presentation.55 The HHs causing gelastic seizures tend to be larger than those associated with isolated CPP, and HH-related epilepsy occurs with medium to large sessile HHs that are widely attached to the mammillary body and tuber cinereum.55,110 There may also be a dose-response relationship between the size of the HH and the severity of the epileptic syndrome.104 However, size is probably not the only feature responsible for these clinical phenotypes.55 As noted earlier, Chan and colleagues27 found that HHs associated with CPP were larger and more likely to contact the infundibulum or tuber cinereum than hamartomas not associated with CPP. Figure 4 outlines the common topographical classifications of HHs based on MRI findings described by various investigators.

![Fig. 4. Topological classification of HHs based on MRI findings. Delalande and Fohlen Type I HHs are small lesions with a horizontal plane of attachment to the tuber cinereum and may be lateralized to one side. Type II lesions are predominantly intraventricular and have a vertical plane of insertion. Type III lesions are a combination of Types I and II, with both a horizontal and a vertical insertion plane. Type IV lesions are generally very large tumors with broad attachment to the hypothalamus and mammillary bodies along with extension into the interpeduncular cistern.](image-url)
Discovering that HHs have intrinsic epileptogenicity provided a significant breakthrough in our knowledge of the pathobiological properties of these fascinating lesions. Hypothalamic hamartomas may predispose, through their mammillothalamic tract connections, a patient to generalized interictal spike and wave discharges as well as generalized seizures. Until recently, the histopathological features of HH remained poorly understood. Early analyses verified that the hamartomas were composed of disordered networks of neurons and supporting cells similar to other structural lesions linked with epilepsy such as focal cortical dysplasia. Immunohistochemical analysis of resected specimens showed that these neurons stained strongly for NeuN, a marker for mature neurons, and were surrounded by a fine fibrillary matrix positive for synaptophysin immunostaining (Fig. 5). Glial fibrillary acidic protein immunostaining showed scanty astrocytes and oligodendrocytes without neoplastic differentiation. Coons et al. performed detailed histopathological analysis of 57 surgical HH cases. They noted that a constant feature of every resected HH specimen was the existence of neuronal clusters or nodules of variable size. These neuronal nodules were composed primarily of small bipolar neurons (6–9 μm) intermingled with and encircled by large pyramidal neurons (18–22 μm) in an astrocyte-rich neuropil. In a follow-up study, Wu et al. demonstrated that the majority of large HH neurons expressed the immature neuronal marker PSA-NCAM, whereas most small HH cells were predominantly immunoreactive to MAP-2, a mature neuronal marker. However, nodules of small neurons may not be a uniform feature of HHs, and only a small number of scattered neurons may be sufficient to cause seizures.

Although it is possible that the epileptogenicity of certain HHs may be due to intrinsic cellular dysplasia, the remarkable association between gelastic seizures and the intrahypothalamic position of the HH favors the premise that the epileptogenicity is more likely to be due to aberrant connectivity of these heterotopic structures. Fenoglio et al. used slice preparations from resected HHs to evaluate how the cellular microarchitecture of the hamartoma might contribute to seizure generation. They evaluated the electrophysiological properties of both small and large neurons and examined their contribution to network activity; the authors noted spontaneous firing of action potentials in the small neurons. In addition to a continuous pacemaker-like firing pattern, these small neurons, which express GABAA receptors and are probably inhibitory interneurons, also exhibit irregular spiking and bursting firing patterns. In contrast, spontaneous activity was not detected in large HH neurons. Ultrastructural studies have also demonstrated that these 2 neuronal populations have distinct morphological and synaptic profiles. The investigators observed that GABAA receptors mediate neuronal excitation via activation of L-type calcium channels. They hypothesized that the chronic epileptogenesis of HH tissue necessitates a complex network of organized and interconnected neuronal clusters to propagate and synchronize epileptic discharges.

In their follow-up studies using patch-clamp recordings of 93 dissociated HH neurons (76% small interneurons and 24% large neurons), the Barrow group noted that activation of GABAA receptors excited large but inhibited small HH neurons. Further work on HH slices with electrophysiological and calcium imaging techniques showed that bicarbonate (HCO3) efflux through GABAA receptors on a subpopulation of large HH neurons may lead to activation of L-type calcium channels. Recently this group reported the presence of pathological high-frequency oscillations in HH tissue slices that were modulated by nifedipine, an L-type calcium channel blocker. Based on
their collective data, they propose a model whereby clusters of small GABAergic interneurons display spontaneous rhythmic activity, which provides a tonic release of GABA onto the large HH projection neurons. This synchronized excitation of GABAergic innervation results in excitation of the large HH neurons, which in turn project to extrahypothalamic structures such as the hippocampus and thalamus; these structures are well known to play a central role in limbic epilepsies. These pioneering studies provide additional insight into possible mechanisms involved in the intrinsic epileptogenesis of HHs.21

Interestingly, exposure of small HH neurons to ketone bodies decreased spontaneous firing in slice culture preparations.28 This may provide the pathophysiological basis of the modest benefit seen in a subset of patients with HH treated with a ketogenic diet.28 The main challenge will be to see how our improving knowledge of the underlying neurophysiological properties of HHS can be translated into enhanced medical and neurosurgical treatments.29

Conclusions

Hypothalamic hamartomas are rare nonneoplastic lesions composed of a complex network of neurons, glia, and myelinated fibers. Epileptogenic HHs are usually sessile and closely associated with the mammillary bodies. Patients typically present with gelastic seizures in early childhood and can progress to a devastating clinical syndrome, which by a process of secondary epileptogenesis may include various types of refractory seizures with secondary generalization, progressive cognitive deterioration, and worsening behavior and psychiatric function. Contrary to earlier studies, which ascribed seizure onset to neocortical regions, the hamartoma itself has now been decisively recognized as the source of intrinsic epileptogenesis leading to the stereotyped, emotionless ictal laughter characteristic of gelastic seizures. In some patients, HHs may also be involved in secondary epileptogenesis, with subsequent development of multiple seizure types of cortical onset. Antiepileptic drugs are typically ineffective in controlling HH-related seizures. Despite significant risks associated with surgical treatment of HHs, it appears that an aggressive approach involving various neurosurgical options may lead to a more favorable outcome. The various neurosurgical strategies used to treat HHs and their outcomes are addressed in the second article of this 2-part review.
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